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our income is down and it's going to take more planning.
'Alice: Well, obviotfsly, something is wrong.

(Words not clear) property

is low and we have inflation. Everything is off. •
Bub, in»iay opinion, what it is: it's just like the state of Oklahoma,
4

-

in being a politic?

Two party sy'stem in any thing is good'because

you have competition, but you let group of people get in and run 4something over a great* number of years. They're not alert, only just for
themselves. I think that this time, people should begin to think
about new faces on the council regardless who they are. Let's geft

' -

some "new faces on there*1 because we already know .the old faces. In one case, one man has been on the council for 24 years. I don't
imagine there's) I'll say, 25 full blood people in the tribe whose
ever seen him around any where to rub elbows with.either to respect
the Indian in his own way; That time is over. The state of Oklahoma
«
went through that very thing. Now,' we got a two party system, and^we
begin to get a lot of things we never had be/fore; and Kansas was the
-

say way. They've had Republicans in up there for hundred years, and
it's time for them to get Democrats. It's time for us all to,get Republicans here because they just think one way. Two party system
in anything is ,good, even'in your own church work, You r 11 have one
little group that just want to run the whole thing. You have another
group in there that makes a competition and tftat's good.
•
»
Alice: Ponca Indians started with nothing. They were a very poor

, -

tribe. Now, they're .really working and they're accomplishing great
"
*

•

things.
Yes, Johnnie Williams tias done a great job in meeting his people. I have
been affiliated with Johnnie Williams for quite some time. I'll say one

